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Raising awareness and building capacity amongst land managers, advisers, 

stakeholders, and Managing Authorities on carbon farming

Cost- benefit analysis is 
important to understand (e.g. 

price structure per ha - 
expense for soil testing 

versus C credit payments)

Clarity required on 
legal framework for 

certification & 
relationship with CAP

Opportunities for 
government actors 

to learn too

Payment inspections 
are not the way to 

provide advice

Legal requirements 
should be made clear so 
farmers don't fall foul of 

rules on certification

Issues of tenure should 
be taken into account - 
length of commitments

Advice should promote multiple 
benefits of carbon farming - not 

just carbon aspects
- economic

- environmental

Info can get lost in 
translation between 
researchers, advisers 

and farmers

Demonstration 
activities & peer to 
peer learning are 

critical

Farmers take an holistic 
approach to their businesses + 
climate. Advice should reflect 

this.
Definition of CF can be limiting

Carbon farming is not 
a priority topic for 

advisers.
How to change this?

Advice should be 
context specific

Advice should be available 
about the land managers' 

commitment / 
responsibilities / rights under 

CF schemes

Public should drive as 
there is 'nothing to sell' 
- lack of interest from 
private input suppliers

Must make 
translatable to advisors 

/ farmers within their 
daily work

Need to integrate with 
other obligations (e.g. 

energy, innovation, 
digitalisation)

System barriers to 
certification may be 

reduced by alternative 
approaches

Similar to organics, 
administrative barriers 

/ costs may prevent 
uptake

Collective certification may 
allow for aggregation / 

more competitive 
advantage in the markets



Discussion

Recommendations

Share the main 
message among 
all stakeholders

CAP funds should be used for 
many practices > MS to design 

schemes that contribute to 
environemt/biodiversity and 

other purposes

Reward scheme: advise 
farmers based on what 
their farming practices

Innovation EIP 
programmes/

Horizon projects

Need for staff in managing 
authorities to implement 

interventions (measuring of 
success, simplification for 

farmers)

The CAP can teach farmers 
but not support CF activities 
long term (e.g Ecoschemes 

last for 1 years)

See what works in MS 
and what needs to be 

adapted for other 
countries

Institutional will, setups 
and culture are different 
across MS. That affects 
the education factor.

We need advisory services. 
CAP could recomment to MS 
to implement official on- farm 

advisory services to help 
establishing CF in farms.

Exchange views 
among the farm 

community

Training and 
education for 

young farmers

Field days and group 
advices can bring 

different aspects of CF 
forward

Peer advice/farm to 
farm exchange is 

essential but only few 
farmers can do it

European 
Commission

MS

Supporting 
organisations

CAP as a 
temporary tool

CAP tools are flexible. It 
is a matter of experience 
and willingness to design 

the right measures

Make the process 
more democratic 
and transparent

Certification 
for advisors

Support Managing 
authorities to 

design measures

Digital vouchers to 
farmers as a 

simplification method 
(NL)

Build trust between 
advisors and the 
farm community

Farmers > to be part of the 
transformation process 

and be rewarded for their 
practices

Increase efforts for 
Funding and 

knowledge on financial 
risks for farmers

Organise research so that 
knowledge is co- created 

(EIP and living labs) > 
increased knowledge flows


